
Andrii Tatarnykov 
PHP Backend/CMS developer 

My name is Andrii Tatarnykov, I am a
PHP/CMS/Framework Backend developer with
over 2 years of development experience. I am
engaged in the creation of sites based on
WordPress, OpenCart and other CMS. I add the
necessary functionality to existing projects
(optimization of the site, changing and
customizing existing functionality, setting up
and installing basic SEO). I have extensive
experience in developing unique components
for the site. Namely: functionality from scratch,
improvement and optimization of ready-made
solutions, development of individual functional
modules and plugins. 

mad.scientise@gmail.com 

+380507661885 

Kharkiv, Ukraine 

prroffessorr.github.io/Index.html 

linkedin.com/in/андрій-татарников-
b9a363206 

github.com/Prroffessorr 

instagram.com/it_khishchnik 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
PHP Backend/CMS developer 
FiveForDog 
02/2021 - 02/2022,  
I have been working in this company since the beginning of 2021 as a
PHP Backend/CMS developer. Engaged in the development and
support of projects implemented on the WordPress CMS.
Refinement, depending on the wishes of the client, individual plug-
ins on the site. Correction of errors and optimization of existing sites.
Implementation of site functionality of any complexity specifically
for the client, from creating custom filters for products and
taxonomies to working with various APIs. 

PHP/CMS Backend, JS/HTML/CSS
Frontend developer 
SMO UTC 
02/2021 - 06/2021,  
Worked with this company on the basis of project cooperation.
Performed tasks that the company's full-time developers could not
cope with. Conducted training for front-end developers and gave
advice on the implementation of the back-end component of sites.
Fixed errors related to the inexperience of developers and brought
sites to an acceptable level (both cleanliness of the code and ease of
use for the user). Implemented separate functional modules for the
site (mainly under WooCommerce). 

PHP Backend/CMS developer + JS
Fronten 
NetLab - Creative studio 
04/2019 - 09/2019,  
In this company, he was engaged in the development of a backend
component for sites implemented on different CMS (WordPress,
Joomla). He was engaged in writing add-ons for WooCommerce
plugins and the like. Developed solutions based on various APIs for
specific customer requirements. My responsibilities also included the
development of the Frontend component of the site. 

EDUCATION 
Bachelor 
Kharkiv National University of Radio
Electronics 
09/2016 - 06/2020,  

Master 
Kharkiv National University of Radio
Electronics 
09/2020 - 12/2021,  

SKILLS 
WordPress OpenCart OcStore PHP SQL 

NoSQL Reqexp JavaScript jQuery AJAX 

HTML5 CSS3 Git Adobe Photoshop 

Abobe Illustrator 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
Первая лицензированная гимназия 

https://schooleducation.online/ 

Форт Боярд - квест по мотивам всемирного телешоу 
https://fortfamily.ru/ 

Inmost 
https://inmost.pro/ 

Biorich 
https://biorich.com/ 

Cactus Travel 
https://travel.c.ua/ 

АГРОТЕХКОМ 
https://agrotehkom.ua/ 

STM-FENCING 
https://www.stm-fencing.com/uk/ 

ACHIEVEMENTS 
TEAMLEAD101 - STRATOPLAN (10/2021 - 11/2021) 

DART BASICS - PT AMERICAS (03/2021 - 06/2021) 

AI For Everyone - DeepLearning.AI (03/2021 - 04/2021) 

Основы ОС - ИНТУИТ (09/2016 - 10/2016) 

LANGUAGES 
Ukrainian language 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

Russian language 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

English language 
Professional Working Proficiency 
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